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I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we discuss the weak lower semicontinuity of the functional
I u , V s f x , u , . . . , Dk u dx , u g W k , p V , Rm , 1 - p F q`, .  .  .H
V
where V ; Rn is a bounded and open set with smooth boundary, f is a
Caratheodory function.
In 1921, Tonelli proved the result that when m s n s k s 1, f g C 2,
  .. b   . X .. Uand p s q`, I u, a, b s H f x, u x , u x dx is weak lower semicon-a
 U . 1, ` .  .tinuity w lsc in W a, b if and only if f x, s, j is convex with respect
to j . McShane proved the same conclusion with n G 1. Marcellini and
w xSbordon 7 generalized the above results by weakening the condition on f
to a Caratheodory function.
For the case n ) 1, m ) 1, and k s 1 the convexity of f is a sufficient
w xbut not necessary condition. Morrey 10 found that a necessary condition
U 1, ` .for I being w lsc in W V is f being quasi-convex and proved that it is
also sufficient. Generally, convexity implies quasi-convexity, but the con-
verse is not true. However, if n s 1 or m s 1, they are equivalent.
w x U 1, ` . 1, p .Fusco 1 got nice results about w lsc in W V and wlsc in W V
as follows:
THEOREM. If Rn = Rm = Rnm ª R satisfies the following conditions:
 .i f is a Caratheodory function,
 .  .  .  < < p < < p.ii 0 F f x, s, j F a x q c s q j , 1 - p - q`
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 . 1, p .  .then I u, V is wlsc in W V if and only if f x, s, j is quasi-con¨ ex with
respect to j .
w xIn 8 the author studied the problem of any order. In this paper we
generalize Fusco's results to any order. The main technique employed is
w xusing Liu's results 6 and Whitney's extension theorem. In the last section,
we discuss the relation between quasi-convexity and convexity of any order.
A counterexample is given to illustrate that quasi-convexity of any order
has a different property from the quasi-convexity of order k s 1.
II. THE CASE p s q`
Similar to quasi-convexity of order k s 1, we have
 . m nmDEFINITION 2.1. We call f x, j , j , . . . , j : V = R = R = ???0 1 k
=Rn
k m ª R quasi-convex with respect to j if there is a set I withk
 . m nmmeas I s 0 such that for x g V_ I, j , . . . , j g R = R = ??? =0 0, 0 k , o
nk m ` m.R , and the open set D ; V, w g C D, R the following inequality0
holds,
f x , j , . . . , j , j q Dkw x dx . .H 0 0, 0 ky1, 0 k , 0
0
G f x , j , . . . , j meas D. 2.0 .  .0 o , o k , 0
 .  .Remark. 1 If for some open set D ; V 2.0 holds, then for any0
 .open set D ; V 2.0 holds.
 . ` .2 If f is a Caratheodory function, from the density of C D ino
k , ` . 1, ` .W D , we need only require w g W D .0 0
DEFINITION 2.2. f : V = Rm = Rnm = ??? = Rn
k m ª R is a Caratheo-
dory function if the following conditions are satisfied:
 . m nm nk m for every j , j , . . . , j g R = R = ??? = R , x ¬ f x, j , gx ,0 1 k 0 1
.. . . , j is measurable;k
 .  .for almost all x g V, j , j , . . . , j ¬ f x, j , j , . . . , j is continu-0 1 k 0 1 k
ous.
 .THEOREM 2.1 Necessity . If
 . m nm nk mi f : V = R = R = ??? = R ª R is a Caratheodory function,
 .  .  .  . 1 .ii 0 F f F a x q b j , j , . . . , j , where a x g L V , b is lo-0 1 k
cally bounded in, Rm = Rnm = ??? = Rn
k m,
 .  . U k , ` m.iii I u, V is w lsc in W V, R ,
 .then f x, j , . . . , j is quasi-con¨ ex with respect to j .0 k k
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Before proving Theorem 2.1 we introduce a property of a Caratheodory
function.
LEMMA 2.2. f : V = Rm = Rnm = ??? = Rn
k m ª R is a Caratheodory
function if and only if for any « ) 0 there exists a measurable set E ; V with«
 . m nmmeas E - « such that f is continuous in V_ E = R = R = ??? =« «
Rn
k m.
w xThis is the result of Scorza-Dragoni which can be found in 5, p. 235 .
 .Proof of Theorem 2.1 . In view of Lemma 2.2 we choose a nonde-
creasing sequence of compact sets K ; K ; ??? ; K ; K ; ??? , I s1 2 i iq1
1, 2, . . . , K ; V such that f is continuous in K = Rm = Rnm = ??? = Rnk m1 i
 .and meas V_ K - 1ri.i
Choose a zero measure set I such that x f I if0
x g KD0 i
i
 .  .  .or x is the Lebesgue point of one of the functions x x , a x x x ,0 k V _ Ki i
 .i s 1, 2, . . . , where x x is the characteristic function of the set A. ForA
 .  . m nm nk mx , j , . . . , j g V_ I = R = R = ??? = R , let Q s x q0 0, 0 k , 0 0
 .n0, 1 and without loss of generality, we assume Q ; V.
 .  .  .  l . . lDefine u x s j q j x y x q ??? q 1r1! j x y x0, 0 1, 0 0 < l <s i i, 0 0
 .  j. . j  . ` m. 5 5 k , `Q .q ??? q 1rj! j x y x . Let z x g C Q, R , l s u qW< j <sk k , 0 0 o
5 5 k , `Q .  . n  .  . nz . Extend z x periodically to R , then z x s z x q y , y g N .W
Define
nyk hn hn yh yh2 z 2 x y x , x g 2 0, 1 q x s 2 Q .  . .n 0 0z x s .h  0, otherwise
x g V . .
j n  .  ` .. < < 5 n 5 k , `We have D z x ª 0 L V for all fixed h, j F k y 1 and z Wh h V .
wU
n k , `
k , `5 5  .   ..F z , so, z x ª 0 W V , n ª `.W hQ .
Decompose 2yh Q s D2 nn Qhn , where the Qhn are cubes which aress1 s s
obtained by making equal partition of 2 hQ into 2 nn parts. Let x hn be thes
hn hn hn yhn  .nvertex of Q nearest to x . Then Q s x q 2 0, 1 .s 0 s s
 . m nk m 5 < < < 4Let B s j , . . . , j g R = ??? = R j q ??? q j F l ,l 0 k 0 k
<M s sup b j , . . . , j j , . . . , j g B . 4 .  .0 k 0 k l
Ä   . .We choose i large enough such that H a x q M dx - « . AssumeV _ K Äi
Ä Ä m<i G i and define f to be the continuous extension of f to V = RK =Bi i l
nk m Ä ` .= ??? = R and 0 F f F max f. Assume c g C V , 0 F c F 1,i K =B i 0 ii l
<c s 1, andKi i
c x dx - «r max f . .H i
K =BV _ K i li
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Ä  .  .  .Let f s c f . Then f x s f x if x g K = B , f x continues in V =i i i i i l i
m nk m  n yh . n n nR = ??? = R . I u q z , 2 Q s a q b q c whereh
an s f x , u q zn , . . . , Dk u q Dk zn  .H h hyh2 Q
yf x , u q zn , . . . , Dk u q Dk zn dx ,4 .i h h
lim cu s f x , u x , . . . , Dky1u x , Dk u x y Dk z y dy dx. .  .  .  . .HH iyhnª` 2 Q Q
 .  .By the uniform continuity of u x and f xi
lim bn s 0.
nª`
So,
n yhlim I u q z , 2 Q .h
nª`
F 2« q f x , u x , . . . , Dky1u x , Dk u x q Dk z y dy dx .  .  .  . .H H iyh2 Q Q
s 2« q x x .H H k iyh2 Q Q
Ä ky1 k k= f x , u x , . . . , D u x , D u x q D z y dy dx .  .  .  . .i
q c x y x x .  . .H H i k iyh2 Q Q
= Ä ky1 k kf x , u x , . . . , D u x , D u x q D z y dy dx .  .  .  . .i
F 2« q x x .H H k iyh2 Q Q
Ä ky1 k k= f x , u x , . . . , D u x , D u x q D z y dy dx .  .  .  . .i
q a x q M dx . .H
yh2 Q _ K i
- 3« q x x .H H k iyh2 Q Q
Ä ky1 k k= f x , u x , . . . , D u x , D u x q D z y dy dx. .  .  .  . .i
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U  .From w lsc of I u, V , we have
I u , 2yh Q q I u , V_2yh Q .  .
s I u , V F lim I u q zn , 2yh Q q I u , V_2yh Q . .  . .h
So,
I u , 2yh Q F lim I u q zn , 2yh Q .  .h
- 3« q x x .H H k iyh2 Q Q
Ä ky1 k k= f x , u x , . . . , D u x , D u x q D z y dy dx. .  .  .  . .i
Let i ª q`. We have
I u , 2yh Q F f x , u x , . . . , Dky1u x , Dk u x q Dk z y dy dx .  .  .  . .  .H H
yh2 Q Q
nh ky1 k2 f x , u x , . . . , D u x , D u x .  .  . .H
yh2 Q
ky1 k ky f x , u x , . . . , D u x , D u x q D z y dy dx F 0. .  .  .  . .H
Q
 .   . ky1  . k  ..   .Let m x, u, z s f x, u x , . . . , D u x , D u x y H f x, u x , . . . ,Q
ky1  . k  . k  ..D u x , D u x q D z y dy,
lim 2 nh m x , u , z dx .H
yhhª` 2 QlK Äi
y1nh yhs lim 2 x x dx meas 2 Q l K .  . .ÄH k iÄ 5iyhhª` 2 Q
= m x , u , z dx .H
yh2 QlK Äi
s f x , j , . . . , j y f x , j , . . . , j q Dk z y dy .  . .H0 0, 0 k , 0 0 0, 0 k , 0
Q
f is continuous in K = B . .Äi l
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On the other hand,
nh2 m x , u , z dx .H
yh2 Q _ K Äi
F 2 nh 2 a x q M dx . .H
yh2 Q _ K Äi
s 2 nh 2 a x q M x x dx ª 0 h ª ` . .  .  . .H V _ K Äiyh2 Q
So,
f x , j , . . . , j q Dk z y dy G f x , j , . . . , j . .  . .H 0 0, 0 k , 0 0 0, 0 k , 0
Q
 .We get f x, j , . . . , j is quasi-convex with respect to j .0 k k
 .THEOREM 2.3 Sufficiency . If
 . m nm nk mi f : V = R = R = ??? = R ª R is a Caratheodory function,
 .  .  .  . 1 .ii 0 F f F a x q b j , j , . . . , j where a x g L V , b is locally0 1 k
bounded in Rm = Rnm = ??? = Rn
k m,
 .iii f is quasi-con¨ ex with respect to j ,k
 . U k , ` .then I u, V is w lsc in W V .
Firstly, we prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.4. If f satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 2.3 and if
wU kk , ` m n m  ..  .z ª 0 W V , then for almost all j , . . . , j g R = ??? = Rh 0, 0 k , 0
and open set D ; V we ha¨e
lim f x , j , . . . , j q Dk z y dy G f x , j , . . . , j meas D. .  . .H 0 0, 0 k , 0 h 0 0, 0 k , 0
Dhª`
wU k , ` `  ..  .Proof. As z ª 0 W V for all compact sets G ; D, let w g C D ,h o
 .0 F w F 1, w x s 1 as x g G. Then
f x , j , . . . , j q Dk z y dy y f x , j , . . . , j meas D .  . .H 0 0, 0 k , 0 h 0 0, 0 k , 0
D
s f x , j , . . . , j q Dkw z y dy . .H 0 0, 0 k , 0 h
D
yf x , j , . . . , j meas D .0 0, 0 k , 0 5
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q f x , j , . . . , j q Dk z y dy . .H 0 0, 0 k , 0 h
D
y f x , j , . . . , j q Dkw z y dy . .H 0 0, 0 k , 0 h 5
D
s I q II . .  .h h
 .From quasi-convexity I G 0,h
II s f x , j , . . . , j q Dk z y dy .  . .Hh 0 0, 0 k , 0 h
D_ G
y f x , j , . . . , j q Dkw z y dy . .0 0, 0 k , 0 h
Dkw z s wDk z q C aDawD jz .h h j h
< <j Fky1
< <aqj sk
 k 4 j  ` ..  < < .As D z is bounded and D z ª 0 L D j F k y 1 , we haveh h
< <lim II F c meas D_G , where c is independent of G and w . .h
 .So lim II s 0 andh
lim f x , j , . . . , j q Dk z y dy G f x , j , . . . , j meas D. .  . .H 0 0, 0 k , 0 h 0 0, 0 k , 0
D
wU k , ` k , ` .   ..  .Proof of Theorem 2.3 . We assume z ª 0 W V , u g W Vh
j  ` .. < < 5 5 k , ` 5 5 k , `then D z ª 0 L V , j F k y 1. Let l G z q u , BW V . W V .h n l
 . m nk m < < < < < 4s j , . . . , j g R = ??? = R j q ??? q j F l ,0 k 0 k
<M s sup b j , . . . , j j , . . . , j g B . 4 .  .0 k 0 k l
 .For any d ) o, there exists a compact set K ; V, such that meas V_ K
- d and
 .  .i f x, j , . . . , j uniformly continues in K = B .0 k l
 . k  .ii u, . . . , D u continue in K Luzin Theorem .
X  1 1.So for any « ) 0, there exists d such that if x , j , . . . , j g K = B ,1 0 k l
 2 2 . < 1 2 < X < 1 2 < Xx , j , . . . , j g K = B and x y x - d , j y j - d , j s 0, . . . , k,2 0 k l j j
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then
X1 2 2f x , j , . . . , j y f x , j , . . . , j - « . .  .1 0 k 2 0 k
X Y X < < YFor this d , there exists d - d such that if x y x - d then1 2
X Xd d
k ku x y u x - , . . . , D u x y D u x - . .  .  .  .1 2 1 22 2
There exists h such that if h G h then0 0
Xd
j < <D z x F , x g V , j F k y 1. .h 2
Decompose Rn s D C , where the C are cubes and their lengths arei i i
shorter than d Y. Then
K s C l K s K ,D Di i
i i
I u q z , V G I u q z , K .  .h h
k ks f x , u , . . . , D u q D z y . .H i , 0 i , 0 i , o h
Kii
kyf x , u , . . . , D u dy .i , 0 i , 0 i , 0
k kq f x , u , . . . , D u y f x , u , . . . , D u dx . .H i , 0 i , 0 i , 0
Kii
q f x , u q z , . . . , Dk u q z k z dx . H h h
Kii
y f x , u , . . . , Dk u q Dk z x dx . .H i , 0 i , 0 i , 0 h 5
Ki
q f x , u , . . . , Dk u dx .H
K
s I q II q III q f x , u , . . . , Dk u dx .  .  .  .H
K
0 j j < <x g K , D u s D u x , j F k . . .i , 0 i , o i , 0 i , 0
< . <  . < . <  .Obviously, II F « meas K , III F « meas K .
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 .  . iq1For I , let K ; V ; V such that meas V _ K - «r2 M andi i i i
 . iq1H a x dx - «r2 . ThenV _ Ki i
k kf x , u , . . . , D u q D z y . .H i , 0 i , 0 i , o h
V ii
kyf x , u , . . . , D u dy y I . .i , 0 i , 0 i , 0
k ks f x , u , . . . , D u q D z y . .H i , 0 i , 0 i , o h
V _ Ki ii
kyf x , u , . . . , D u dy .i , 0 i , 0 i , 0
G a x dx q «r2 - « . .H
V _ Ki ii
So,
I u q z , K .j
G I u , K y 2« meas K y « .  .
k kq f x , u , . . . , D u q D z y . .H i , 0 i , 0 i , o h
V ii
kyf x , u , . . . , D u dy .i , 0 i , 0 i , 0
G I u , V y 0 « .  .
k kq f x , u , . . . , D u q D z y . .H i , 0 i , 0 i , o h
V ii
kyf x , u , . . . , D u dy. .i , 0 i , 0 i , 0
We get
lim I u q z , V G I u , V . .  .h
III. THE CASE 1 - p - q`
In this section we consider the case 1 - p - q`. We first discuss the
extension to Rn of a family of functions which are defined on a closed set
of Rn. Assume F ; Rn is closed.
 .DEFINITION 3.1. Let s - g F s q 1. We say f g Lip g , F if there
  i. .4 0. <  j. . <exists a set of functions f x and M ) 0 such that f s f , f x< j < F s
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F M,
gy < j <j < < < <U x , y F M x y y for j F s, x , y g F , 3.0 .  .
 . j .  j. .   jqb . x . .where j s j , j , . . . , j , U x, y s f y y  f rb ! y y1 2 n < jqb < F s
. bx .
5 5  4  .If we define f s min M , then Lip g , F is a BanachM sat i s f i e s 3.0.
 j. .  < < . 0.space. f x 0 - j F s is not uniquely determined by f s f ; for
  j. .4example, when F is a finite set, f x can be arbitrarily selected.< j < F s
n   j. .4But it is easy to see that when F s R , f x is uniquely0 - < j < F s
 .  j. . j  . ndetermined by f x and f x s D f x , x g R .
w xFrom 10, p. 177 we have
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose s is a positi¨ e integer, s - g F s q 1. There exists
s  .  n.a bounded linear operator « from Lip g , F to Lip g , R , which is an
5 s 5extension at the same time; the bound « is independent of F.
For a locally integrable function z : Rn ª Rt define its maximum func-
tion by
1
Mz x s sup z y dy. .  .  .Hmeas B x , r .  . . B x , rr)0 1
` n.  . . nLEMMA 3.2. If z g C R then Mz x is uniformly continuous on R .0
<  . < nProof. Assume z x F A, x g R .
X < < XFor any « ) 0 there exists 0 - d - 1 such that if x y x - d then1 2
<  .  . <z x y z x - «r4.1 2
For any r F d X we have
« 1 «
z x y - z y dy - z x q , .  .  .H1 14 meas B x , r 4 .  . . B x , r1 1
« 1 «
z x y - z y dy - z x q , .  .  .H2 24 meas B x , r 4 .  . . B x , r2 2
then
1 1
z y dy y z y dy .  .H Hmeas B x , r meas B x , r .  . .  . .  .B x , r B x , r1 21 1
«
z x y z x q - « . .  .1 2 2
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X < <As r ) d ) x y x1 2
1 1
z y dy y z y dy .  .H Hmeas B x , r meas B x , r .  . .  . .  .B x , r B x , r1 21 2
1
F
meas B x , r . .1
= z y dy q z y dy .  .H H 5 .  .  .  .B x , r _ B x , r B x , r _ B x , r1 2 2 1
A
F
meas B x , r . .1
= meas B x , r _ B x , r q meas B x , r _ B x , r .  .  .  . .  .1 2 2 1
2 A n n y 1 . 2 nny1 ny2< < < < < <F n x y x r q x y x r q ??? q x y xY 1 2 1 2 1 2 /r 2
2Y y 1
< <F x y x .X 1 2d
 X  Y . X . < <So, for any « ) 0 let d - min d r 2 y 1 « , d . We have that if x y x1 2
< . .  . . <- d then Mz x y Mz x - « .1 2
` n m.For z g C R , R , let0
MU z x s MD jz x , x g Rn ; .  .  .  .
< <j Fk
H l s x g Rn , MU z x F l . 4 .  .
U  . n lFrom the above lemma, M z x is uniformly continuous on R and H is
< j  . < < < lclosed. We have D z x F l for j F k, x g H .
 . < l n k , ` n.We want to extend z x to R so that it will be in W R .H
  j. .4  j  .4Let s s k y 1, g s k, z x s D z x ,< j < F ssky1
z  jqb . x . bj  j. < <U x , y s z y y y y x , j F s, .  .  .
b !< <jqb Fs
z  jqb . x . bj  j. < <V x , y s z y y y y x , j F k . .  .  .
b !< <jqb Fk
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` n.  .  l.LEMMA 3.3. If z g C R then z x g Lip k, H and0
5 5 lz F C n , m , k l. .Lipk , H .
Proof. It suffices to prove
gyjj < < < <U x , y F M n , m , k l y y x , j F s s k y 1. .  .
Let
jV x , y .
Un n < <S s x g R dy F 2 M z x v r , j F k , .H nky < j < 5< < . y y xB x , r
where v r n s meas B x , r . 3.1 .  .n
a.e. nw xFrom 6 , S s R .
For any X g S, let
jV x , y .
< <W x , l s y g B x , r F l, j F k . .  .r ky < j < 5< <y y x
 .From 3.1
2 N
U nmeas B x , r _ W x , l F M z x v r .  .  . .r nl
< <N is the number of j : j F k . .
Select k such that for any x, y g Rn0
2 N
n < <meas B x , r l B y , r G v r r s x y y . .  .  . . nk0
If x, y g H l then
N
nmeas B p , r _w p , 2k l F v r , p s x or y. .  . .r 0 nk0
 .  .So, w x, 2k l l w y, 2k l / B.r 0 r 0
 .  .Let p g w x, 2k l l w y, 2k l ,0 r 0 r 0
z  jqb . x . b j. z ; x , y s y y x . . . 
b !< <jqb Fk
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We have
 j.  j. z ; x , p y  z ; y , p .  .0 0
 j.  j.  j.  j.F z p y  z ; x , p q z p y  z ; y , p .  . .  .0 0 0 0
< < ky < j < < < ky < j <F 2k l x y p q 2k l y y p0 0 0 0
< < ky < j <F 4k l x y y .0
As
 j.  j. z ; x , p y  z ; y , p .  .
1 l jql .  jql .s  z ; x , p y  z ; y , p p y p , . 4 .  . 0 0 0l!< <jql Fk
for p s y we have
j  j.  j.V x , y s  z ; y , y y  z ; x , y .  .  .
< < ky < j <F 4k Nl x y y ,0
and
 jqb .z x . bj jU x , y F V x , y q y y x .  .  .
b !< <jqb sk
< < ky < j < l < <F C n , m , k l x y y , x , y g H j F s. .
 l. 5 5 l   . .So z g Lip k, H , z F max l, C m, n, k l .Lipk , H .
 . ky1  ..  n.  .  .From Theorem 3.1, g x s « z x g Lip k, R , g x s z x if x
l 5 5 n X .g H , and g F C n, m, k l. This shows thatLipk , R .
Xj n< <D g x F C n , m , k l, j F k y 1, x g R , .  .
Xj j < < < <D g x y D g y F C n , m , k l x y y , j s s s k y 1. .  .  .
 . k , ` n. X .So g x g W R F C n, m, k l.
n  4LEMMA 3.4. Let G ; R be a measurable set with meas G - ` and Mh
 .  .a sequence of subsets of G. If for some « ) 0, meas M G « h g N thenh
 4  4there exists a subsequence M of M such thath hl
q`
M / f .F hl
ls1
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 4 5 5 1 nLEMMA 3.5. Let f be a sequence of functions with f F M - `.L R .h h
 .Then for all « ) 0, there exists A , d , s , where A is a measurable set withÄ« «
meas A - « , d ) 0, s ; N a subsequence of N, such that for all h g sÄ Ä«
< <f dx - « ,H h
B
where B l A s f, meas B - d .«
w xThe proof of Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 can be found in 1 .
THEOREM 3.6. If f : V = Rn = Rnm = ??? = Rn
k m ª R satisfies
 .i f is a Caratheodory function,
 .  .ii f x, j , . . . , j is quasi-con¨ ex with respect to j ,0 k k
 .  .  < < p < < p < < p.  .iii 0 F f F a x q C j q j q ??? q j where a x g0 1 k
1 .L V , c ) 0,
 . k , p .then I u, V is wise wlsc in W V .
w k , p  ..Proof. Assume z ª 0 W V . By the extension theorem we mayk
k , p n m. 5 5 k , p n massume z g W R , R and z F M - q`. SinceW R , R .h h
` n m. k , p n m.  .C R , R is dense in W R , R and I u, V is continuous in the0
k , p m.strong topology of W V, R , we can find a sequence of functions
 4 ` n m.  4w ; C R , R and a sequence d , d ª 0 such thath 0 h h
1
k , p5 5w y z - d , and I u q z , V y I u q w , V - . .  .W V .h h h h h h
w wk , p k , p  ..   ..  .As z ª 0 W V , we have w ª 0 W V . z x can be seen as inh h h
` n m. w xC R , R . In view of the Theorem in 11, Chap. 1 ,0
U
k , p n5 5p nM z x F A z , . W R . .L Rh p h
 U . p 1 n.that is, M z is bounded in L R . From Lemma 3.5, for all « ) 0h
 .there exists A , d , s such that for ¨u g s,Ä Ä«
pUM z x dx - « , . .H h¨
B
where B ; Rn l A and meas B - d . Without loss of generality we take«
 4  4  n l.  p.5 5 k , l n w xz as z . Because meas R _ H - crl z 11 , for aboveÄ W R .h h h h¨
d ) 0 there exists l ) 0 such that if l G l then0 0
pUM z x dx - « . . .H h
lV_ A _ H« h
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 .  2 l.Fixing l G l , by Lemma 3.3, z x g Lip k, H . Using the extension of0 h h
Theorem 3.1 we have
2 l 5 5 k , ` n Xg x s z x x g H g F M l - q`. .  .  . W R .h h h h
wU k , ` n .  .  ..So, g x ª n x W R .h
j  . j  . < < lNote that D g x s D z x , j F k, x g H ,h h h
I u q z , V G I u q g , V_ A l H l .  . .h h « h
s I u q z , V_ A y I u q g , V_ A _ H l . .  .h « h « h
5 5 k , ` n X XAs g F M l, there exists an open set V_ A ; V ; V such thatW R .h «
XI u q g , V_ A y I u q g , V - « . .  .h « h
Choose l large enough such that
p pk< < < <a x q C u q ??? q D u dx - « . .  .H
lV_ A _ H« h
I u q g , V_ A _ H l .h « h
p pk k< < < <F a x q C u q g q ??? q D u q D g dx .  .H h h
lV_ A _ H« h
U < < p < k < pF « q c g q ??? q D g dx .H h h
lV_ A_ Hh
F « q cUUl p meas V_ A _ H l .« k
pUU U UUF « q c M z x dx - « F 1 q c « . .  . .H h
lV_ A _ H« h
 .  X .  .  X.  .So, lim I u q z , V G lim I u q g , V y 0 « G I u q ¨ , V y 0 « .h h
  . 4  .Define G s x g V ¬ n x / 0 . We have meas G F m q 1 « . In fact,
Ä .   .if it were not true, meas G ) m q 1 « . Define G s G l x g V, z xh
Ä Ä l4  .ª 0 . Then meas G s meas G, meas G l H ) « for h g N. By Lemmak
3.4
X ÄH l G / B.F h¨
X¨ gN
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Ä  .  .  .X X XLet x g D H l G, n x s lim g x s lim z xX X X0 ¨ g N h 0 ¨ ªq ` h 0 ¨ ªq ` h 0¨ ¨ ¨
s 0. This is a contradiction. So
lim I u q z , V G I u , VX _G y 0 « .  .  .h
G I u , VX y 0 « G I u , V y 0 « . .  .  .  .
 .Remark. In view of the Sobolev imbedding theorem, condition iii of
Theorem 3.6 can be weakened to
 .X  .  < < p < < p1 < < pk .iii 0 F f F a x q C j q j q ??? q j ,0 1 k
  . .  .where p F p F npr n y k y i p when k y i p - n and p F p - q`i i
 .when k y i p G n.
IV. QUASI-CONVEXITY WITH ANY ORDER
w xThe following is Lemma 2.3 of 7 .
 .n   . 4  .LEMMA 4.1. Let V s 0, a , a ) 0, V s x g V, x kx s 1 . x t isk 1
the function
1, 0 - t - la
x t s .  0, la F t F a,
w x  . 1where l g 0, 1 is rational and x t is extended to R periodically. If
 .  . 1 ..  .  .c x ª c x L V then lim H c x dx ª lH c x ds.k k ªq` V k Vk
w x 1   . 4COROLLARY 4.2. If D s b, c ; R , D s x g D, x kx s 1 wherek
 .  .  . 1 ..x x is the same as Lemma 4.1, c x ª c x L V , thenk
 .  . w xlim H c x dx ª lH c x dx, l g 0, 1 , rational.k ªq` D k Dk
Proof. We divide the proof into two parts.
 U .  U U .Part 1. If b s la, c s l q l a l, l are integers, l ) 0 .
Uw xD s b , c s la, l q 1 a j ??? j l q l y 1 a, c .  .
s D j ??? j D U .1 l
  . 4USo, D s D j D j ??? j D where D s x g D , x kx s 1 , jk 1, k 2, k l , k j, k j
U Ä j. .  .s 1, 2, . . . , l . For x g D , define a transform x s l q j y 1 a q t, c tj k
Ä U U . .  .  . . w x s c l q j y 1 a q t , c t s c l q j y 1 a q t , D s 0, a , D s xk k
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U  .4g D , x kx . Then
Ä j. Äc x dx s c t dt , c t dt s c x dx. .  .  .  .H H H Hk k
U UD D D Dj, k k j
 .  . w xBy Lemma 2.3, lim H c x dx ª lH c x dx, l g 0, 1 , rational.k ªq` D k Dk
w x w xPart 2. bra y bra / 0 or cra y cra / 0.
 .As x x is periodic with period a it suffices to prove that the result is
w x w xtrue for D s 0, c and D s b, a where c - a, b ) 0. In fact we need to
prove only one case, the other is similar.
w x So we assume D s 0, c , c ) 0, l s m rm , 0 - m - m l s 0, 1 is2 1 2 1
. 0.trivial , D is defined as D whenk k
w x1 kcU0. , 0.l s , D s D , c ,k k m k1
w xkc ja
U  j.D s D , c , y s , j s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1,k k k k m k1
m y11w xkcU U U j. , 0. ,  j.  j. ,D s D q y , D , c s D ,Dk k k k k js0
m y12
UU  j. ,D s D ,Dk k
js0
c x dx y c x dx .  .H Hk kU U0. ,  j. ,D Dk k
 j.F c x y c x q y dx .  .H k k kU0. ,Dk
 j.
1F c x y c x q c x y c x q y dx .  .  .  .H .L Dk kU0. ,Dk
s I q II . .  .
 .  .  . <  .   j.. < Obviously, I ª 0 k ª q` , II F H c x y c x q y dx ª 0 k ªD k
. m1y1  .  .U j.,q` . On the other hand  H c x dx s H c x dx ªjs0 D k D _ w k c xr k , c x kk
 .  .H c x dx k ª ` . SoV
m1
lim c x dx s c x dx s l c x dx , .  .  .H H Hk
U mkª` D V V2k




 . m m mi f : V = R = R = ??? = R ª R is a Caratheodory function,
where V ; R1 is an open bounded set,
 .  .  .  .  . 1 .ii 0 F f F a x q b j , . . . , j , where a x ) 0, a x g L V , b is0 k
 m m.locally bounded in R = ??? = R ,
then f is con¨ex with respect to j if and only if f is quasi-con¨ ex with respectk
to j .k
Proof. The necessity is trivial; we only prove the sufficiency. Let
m k .  .   . .a , b g R , l g 0, 1 rational, u x s 1rk! la q 1 y l b x .
Let x g V, x is the Lebesgue point of the function0 0
ky1.f x , u x , . . . , u x , la q 1 y l b , .  .  . .
ky1. ky1.f x , u x , . . . , u x , a , f x , u x , . . . , u x , b . .  .  .  . .  .
Define
a , 0 - t - l 1w t s and periodically extend to R , .  b , l F t F 1
x t tk 2u x s ??? w nt dt . . . dt , .  .H H Hn 1 1 k
0 0 0
1 1
Xx g V s x y , x q , j s 1, 2, . . . ,0 0 /j j
 . k , ` X. < k . . <  < < < <.we have u x g W V , u x F max a , b ,n n
a , x g VX ; VX ,nk .u x s w nx s .  . X X Xn  b , x g V _V ; V ,n
where VX s x g VX , w nx s a . 4 .n
 . 1 X m.For any c x g L V , R , by Lemma 4.2
lim uk . x c x dx .  .H nXnª` V
s lim uk . x c x dx q uk . x c x dx .  .  .  .H Hn n 5X X Xnª` V V _ Vn n
s l ac dx q 1 y l bc dx. .H H
X X
V V
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So,
wU Xk . `u x ª la q 1 y l b L V , .  .  . .n
x
ky1.u x s w nt dt s w nt dt q w nt dt , .  .  .  .H H Hn 1 1 1 1 1 1X X .0 S 0, x _ Sn n
X   .  . 4where S s t g 0, x ¬ w nt s a .n 1 1
ky1. .   . .So lim u x s la q 1 y l b x; the convergence is uniformnª` n
for x. We easily have
 .l1uniformly j. k6u x la q 1 y l b x , l F k y 1 .  . .n k!
U 1w Xk k , `u x ª u x s la q 1 y l b x W V . .  .  .  . .  .n k!
 X . U k , ` X.By Theorem 2.3, I u, V w lsc in W V ,
X k . k .I u , V s f x , u , . . . , u dx F lim f x , u , . . . , u dx .  .  .H H n nX X
V V
s lim f x , u , . . . , uky1. , a dx .H n n X
Vn
q f x , u , . . . , uky1. , b dx .H n n 5X X
V _ V n
ky1.s l f x , u , . . . , u , a dx .H
X
V
ky1.q 1 y l f x , u , . . . , u , b dx. 4.0 .  . .H
X
V
 . k , ` X.  .  .As I u, V is strong continuous in W V , 4.0 holds for all l g 0, 1 .
ky1.  .  .  . .Assume j ª q`. We have f x , u x , . . . , u x , la q 1 y l b F0 0 0
ky1. ky1.  . .  .   . .l f x , . . . , u x , a q 1 y l f x , . . . , u x , b . In the above0 0 0 0
 .  .process if we substitute u x , u x respectively byn
sky1k ky1u x s la q 1 y l b x q s q s x q ??? q x .  . .Ä 0 1 k y 1 ! .
and
sky1 ky1u x s u x q s q s x q ??? q x , .  .Än n 0 1 k y 1 ! .
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we have
sky1 ky1 ky1.f x , u x q s q s x q ??? q x , . . . , u x q s , .  .0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ky1 k y 1 ! .
la s 1 y l b . /
F l f x , . . . , uky1. x q s , a . .0 0 ky1
q 1 y l f x , . . . , uky1. x q s , b . .  . .0 0 ky1
So, f is convex with respect to j .k
If the order k s 1, not only when n s 1, m s 1 but also when n ) 1,
m s 1, quasi-convexity is equivalent to convexity. The following example
shows that if order k ) 1, the situation is different.
2=2  .EXAMPLE. Let n s k s 2, m s 1 define f : R ª R, f j s det j .
It is well known that f is not convex, but it is quasi-convex.
2=2 ` 1.In fact, for A g R , w g C D, R we have0
det A q D2w x dx s det A = meas D , . .H
D
det A q D2w x dx . .H
D
s det A dxH
D
­ 2w ­ 2w ­ 2w ­ 2w
q a q a y a y a dxH 11 22 12 212 2 5­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x­ x ­ xD 1 2 1 22 1
q det D2w dx s I q II q III . .  .  .H
D
 .Obviously II s 0.
­ 2w ­ 2w ­ 2w ­ 2w
III s y dx . H 2 2 /­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x­ x ­ xD 1 2 1 21 2
­ ­w ­ 2w ­w ­ 3w
s yH 2 2  /­ x ­ x ­ x­ x ­ x ­ xD 1 1 12 2 1
­ ­w ­ 2w ­w ­ 3w
y q s 0.2 5 /­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x2 1 1 2 1 2 1
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